
A VERY SERIOUS GAME SHOW
[Parts in brackets to be written]
Synopsis: a series of game shows with different contestants

INTRO: PROPS: ASSETS:

I don’t care what it costs, get me Lazy Susan!

Hey, welcome to A Very Serious Show SEASON THREE!

To tell the truth, I was almost late tonight. I was in a Family Feud and my Cash Cab nearly drove off, but I
said Let's Make a Deal, and the Price was Right so I avoided a real Gong Show. Now that's what I call
Jeopardy.

It's a Very Serious Game Show! Tonight we're going to bargain, bluff and bullshit our way to the million
dollars… or probably like a very good pineapple soda.

Beside me, she’s the littlest, she’s the stinkiest, and most of the time there’s no doubt in my mind that
she’s smarter than a 5th grader. It’s Kayla!

● In the last two seasons of the show, you’ve died, and been resurrected, and you were on trial for
the murder of Philson (RIP Philson - graphic?). How are we going to make sure that kind of thing
doesn’t happen again in S3?

● You’re a big game show and reality competition fan, right? What have you been doing to prepare
for this experience?

Kayla’s Biggest Fan.
Can we tie this into the theme, tonight’s theme is [best porno + game show title].
This could be a good weekly tie-in that could potentially boost chat activity.

Shoutout Creators in the chat.

[Guest Introduction](I’ll write this)

INTERVIEW:
● Do you have any ‘DOs, DON’Ts, or NEVER-AGAINs’ that you want to share?
● What was the first thing you saved your money for? Was it worth it?
● What’s the most useless thing that you’ve spent a lot of time learning?
● Who is the most interesting person on your phone?
● What’s the best comfort food?
● Have you changed your mind about anything big recently?
● If you had a year to prepare, what record do you think you could beat?
● If you had a candle that changed smells each morning, according to your moods. What would

today’s scent be?

SEGMENT:

Okay, enough of the SMALL TALK ROUND.
Kayla, you get [XX points] for that round. Some very interesting stuff. Thank you for sharing.



And it looks like [GUEST] is slightly ahead after that, having scored [XX points] in that first round.
Wow, that was some great small talk, very solid round indeed.

GAME 1 - MIRROR MIRROR (Match Game)

Now, get your game faces on players, because we’re about to play MIRROR MIRROR.
In this round the points are doubled and we add prizes into the mix.

Mirror Mirror is very simple. I’m going to read a sentence off of one of these cards, but the sentence will
be missing a word. After I read it out, we all write a word that fills in the BLANK. The Game is called Mirror
Mirror, because YOU get points if your answer is the same as MINE… or if it mirrors my answer. See?

Currently sitting in our real studio audience, they’re from [Montreal, Canada], [VIVETH K ] You’re the next
contestant on A Very Serious Game Show, COME ON DOWN!

● Is this your first time coming to a taping of A Very Serious Game Show?
● We’ve had some legendary prizes on this show, did you come here hoping to win something

specific?
● When it comes to games like this, what’s your specialty? (words, numbers, history, etc.)

Now, Kayla! Do the Vanna White thing and show ‘em what they’re playing for!
ONE BOTTLE OF PINEAPPLE SODA?

Let’s play! As a reminder - there will be one word missing.
You’re going to guess how I fill in the blank. It’s Mirror Mirror.

1. You know your Hinge date is going to be memorable when they show up to the restaurant with
their own _______ !

2. DRAKE’S new single is under fire, but who could be offended by a song called
“Big _______ Energy”?

3. Friend of the show, Steven Speilberg is a bit of an odd guy. Instead of red wine with his steak, he
has been known to enjoy his steak with “______”.

4. In High School, KAYLA was voted Most Likely to _________.

5. Twitter has been on fire with the new acronym “TAP” is short for “______ _____ _____”

Amazing! 5 revealing rounds of Mirror Mirror down, I feel like we all know each other a little better now.

THE SCORES are as follows: (tyler will keep track)

Which means the Winner of this round’s PRIZE is: [ ]

And with that, we’ve got [COMIC 1] in last place overall, and you know what that means!
YOU GET THE SLIME!

Not actually, but you will not be moving on to the next round.
Thanks for joining us on A Very Serious Game Show, don’t forget to check the gift shop on the way out!



GAME 2 - I KNOW THIS ONE!

Oh this is exciting, our next game is a fan favorite! Everybody get ready for I Know This One!

I’m going to read out a word that’s in the actual dictionary and your job is just to tell me what the word
means. If you don’t know, make it up! You get points for correct answers, but you get more points for
funny answers.

Now, to ensure that they come into this game fresh, our next guest has been in our Very Serious Isolation
Chamber since noon today. They’re from [Montreal, Canada] [CARLY BAKER] You’re the next contestant
on A Very Serious Game Show, COME ON DOWN!

● Have you been a fan of AVSGS for a long time?
● Was it hard to put together the $25k entry fee to be on the show?
● If you win those sweet, sweet prizes, how will that change your life?

The points, once again, are doubled! And so are the prizes! Kayla, please tell the people about this
double-decker docket of drinks on display.

TWO BOTTLES OF PINEAPPLE SODA?

Great stuff. Let’s play I Know This One! The game where the only wrong answer is “I Don’t Know!”
[MAKE FLASH CARDS FOR THE CLUES]

1. Wabbit.
a. Scottish term, meaning being exhausted.

“I’m pretty wabbit at the moment”
2. Nudiustertian. [Nudey a sturgeon]

a. The day before yesterday.
3. Aktashite [akt - a - shite]

a. A rare mineral like copper or mercury.
4. Cockapert

a. A saucy fellow. A pervert.
Sometimes it’s exactly what it sounds like.

5. Absquatulate. [uhb · skwa · chuh · layt]
a. Leaving suddenly or without notice.

Old people talk for Ghosting.

Well, 5 incredible answers for 5 incredible words. Truly an exhilarating round of I Know This One.

After that, the SCORES are looking great! [ ]
Which means the PRIZE is going to [ ]

COMEDIAN OUTRO - Great job. Go wait in the isolation chamber until our next show.



GAME 3 - WHO IS ALEX TREBEK (reveal name after description)
(alternatively, Who The Fuck is Alex Trebek)

Wow, what an action packed hour of games we’re having. But we’re approaching the end of our time
together and you know that that means:

We always close A Very Serious Game Show with our signature final round. In this modern twist on the
classic trivia format - get this - I’m going to tell you the ANSWER, and you have to respond with the
QUESTION I’m looking for.

For example, if I give you the answer “The Greatest Game Show Host of All Time” you ask me
“Who is Alex Trebek?”

Before we play, we’ve gotta meet our final guest of the evening. The returning champ of A Very Serious
Game Show. Joining us in the hot seat, hoping to add to their already vast collection of prizes, [DAN
CARIN] come on down!

● How has your life changed since winning A Very Serious Game Show?
● Do you have any tips for first-timers? Secrets to your game show success?
● How’s your mom?

Kayla - one last time, I’m gonna ask you to showcase our beautiful selection of prizes.
[Kayla show off / display prize. Engage with Guest.]
THREE BOTTLES OF PINEAPPLE SODA?

Get your [CLICKERS] ready! Let’s play Who is Alex Trebek?! I’ll give you an answer, you give me the
correct question.

1. In public places in the state of Florida, it’s illegal to do this while wearing a swimsuit.
a. What is SING

2. A woman in S.C., was arrested after police caught her going door-to-door selling porn on VHS.
She claimed that she found them in a box down the street. She was charged with not having one
of these.

a. What is a PERMIT

3. This writer is credited with inventing the word "vomit", which makes sense because many of their
works make me want to puke.

a. Who is WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

4. On February 1, 2009, Comcast Cable accidentally aired 37 seconds of porn during this event.
a. What is SUPER BOWL XLIII

5. This is the length of New Zealand’s famous Ninety Mile Beach, one of the country’s most popular
destinations.

a. What is 55 MILES

Wow, that really shook things up! The SCORES for that round are: [ ]
Which means, the winner of the [THREE PINEAPPLE SODAS] is [ ]

COMEDIAN OUTRO - Unfortunately that ends your time here on AVSGS. Always remember… you lost



today.

- BUT THAT’S NOT ALL -
Kayla and [GUEST] have been playing games all night! Through the Small Talk Round, Mirror Mirror, I
Know That One, and WIAT, you guys have been accumulating points on points. So now it’s time to find
out who is the winner of the episode! And that person is… [ ]

EPISODE PRIZE? Give the guest a MV Crown and declare them the winner.

Kayla’s Biggest Fan

Shoutout Guest. Push to their page / socials. Any last words?

Thanks for watching AVSGS. And remember folks, have your Subs pegged and nut caged!

Take us home, Kayla.


